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Located within Brighton’s Charles River Speedway, this 1940s former garage has 
been transformed into a modern event venue ready to host weddings, family 
celebrations, corporate events, photo shoots + community gatherings.

With its industrial-cool vibe, open layout, and flexible indoor/outdoor space, 
Garage B is the perfect blank canvas to hold your next event.  

LAYOUT

Garage B is a modern event venue with 
3,300 square feet of raw space, featuring 
an open floor plan and capacity for 240 or 
180 seated. It is fully ADA accessible. 

INTERIOR DETAILS

The space has an industrial feel with high 
ceilings, large pendant lights, exposed 
steel roof trusses, and a wall of operable 
floor-to-ceiling garage doors. 
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AMENITIES

The venue also includes a catering prep space, 
dedicated bathrooms, heat and air conditioning, 
a Q-Sys house sound system, large bandwidth 
wifi, and an inventory of new tables and chairs. 

PARKING AVAILABLE

Inquire for more details.

LOCATION

Located in the Brighton neighborhood of Boston, 
Garage B is located at the crossroads of Soldier’s 
Field Road and Western Avenue, and is easily 
accessible via the Mass Pike. It is close to 
downtown Boston, Cambridge, Newton and 
Metrowest. The site is serviced by multiple bus 
lines, including the 70 and 86, and is a short walk 
to the Boston Landing Commuter Rail station.

THE SPEEDWAY

Garage B is part of the Charles River Speedway, a 
vibrant community of award-winning small 
businesses, including Notch Brewing, The Koji 
Club, Birds of Paradise, and more.  

CATERING

Garage B works with a list of preferred caterers, 
as well as the food + beverage businesses at the 
Speedway.

OUTDOOR SPACE

Overhead doors open up onto an additional 1,700 
square feet of landscaped outdoor space, which 
can be tented and integrated into your event.

BREAKOUT SPACE AVAILABLE

Inquire for more details.  


